‘ABORTION and GOD’s Word’
Talk given by Cecil on 8th December 2019
By means of political ‘skulduggery’ in the House of Commons, with the
then speaker of the house, John Bercow, being fully complicit, legislation
was passed in October 2019 to liberalise the abortion laws in Northern
Ireland and to legalise so-called Same-Sex Marriage.
This is how the changes on ‘Abortion’ were reported by the BBC – see
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-50125124
The ‘skulduggery’ was due to the fact that these areas of law were
‘devolved matters’ and should NOT have been legislated upon by the
Parliament in London. Salt was further rubbed into the wound because in
December 2019 the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, Julian Smith,
was being pressed to upgrade the pay for nurses in Northern Ireland to
parity with the pay of nurses in the rest of the United Kingdom and he
stated that he couldn’t because nurses’ pay was a ‘devolved matter’ –
such sheer and utter hypocrisy!
In the run-up to the proposed changes in legislation I was invited to
address the topic of ‘Abortion and God’s Word’ at the evening service
in Enniskillen Methodist Church on Sunday 15th September 2019. Then
during our time in Australia in November 2019 I was also asked to speak
in a church on the subject because sadly the State of New South Wales
had also just voted to introduce extremely liberal abortion laws – see
https://www.lifenews.com/2019/09/26/australian-state-passes-billallowing-abortions-up-to-birth-pro-abortion-politicians-hug-andcheer/
Upon our return from our trip at the end of November 2019 I then
subsequently once more spoke on the subject at the evening service in
Coleraine Independent Methodist Church on 8th December 2019. This link
will take you to that talk and I commend it to your prayerful remembrance
that the Lord might use it for the Honour of His name and perhaps even
for the preservation of some, as yet unborn, life or lives–
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0BRS92TZHU

PS
This was how the Secretary of State, Julian Smith, announced his
signing of the Same-Sex Marriage legislation
A very good end to the day - signing the new same sex marriage regulations for Northern
Ireland. Same sex couples in NI will now be able to marry by Valentine's Day 2020.
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